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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The genus Clethrionomys is a widely distributed and locally abundant Microtine
rodent taxon. There are currently at least five species (C. californicus, C gapperi, C.
glareolus, C rutilus, and C. rufocanus) and possibly more than ten. The genus
Clethrionomys is an important group in the field of ecotoxicology for several reasons.
First, this genus is widely distributed across the Holarctic. Second, bank voles are often
one of the most abundant species at a location. This allows researchers to compare sites
from distant geographic locations using the same model organism. In addition, species
within this genus and C. glareolus in particular have been used in previous studies as a
model organism for many types of studies including population genetics (Ishibashi et al.,
1997; Stacy et al., 1997), morphological or karyological (Stein, 1987; Suzuki et al., 1999;
Nadler et al., 1976, 1978; Gamperl, 1982; Modi and Gamperl, 1989; Grant, 1974),
ecological (Nordyke and Buskirk, 1991), and ecotoxicological (Fallon et al., 1997;
Cristaldi et al., 1991). This provides valuable background information regarding to the
biology of naturally occurring model system. These factors make Clethrionomys an ideal
model system for ecotoxicological studies.
The purpose of this study was to develop a maternal marker which could be utilized
in genotoxicological and systematic studies. The mtDNA control region was chosen as
the area of primary interest because of its high rate of evolution, and the fact that this
region has been shown to be useful in previous gene diversity studies (Bickham et al.,
1998). To understand which portion of the mtDNA control region would be appropriate
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to use to address various aspects of population genetics use, I analyzed the sequence
variation across various regions of the control region of the genus Clethrionomys. This
work is presented in Chapter II, and has been submitted to the journal. Molecular Biology
and Evolution. The authors on this manuscript were: Robert J. Baker and Cole W.
Matson. The maternal marker that was chosen after consideration of the results presented
in Chapter II was employed to examine the consequences of long-term chronic radiation
exposure. To study the patterns of variation across time and space in exposed and
unexposed populations of Clethrionomys glareolus inhabiting highly contaminated sites
in the Chomobyl region, I examined three populations. The results of this study are
presented in Chapter III. This chapter has been submitted for publication in the journal.
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry. The authors on this manuscript were: Cole
W. Matson, Brenda E. Rodgers, Ronald K. Chesser, and Robert J. Baker.
Another manuscript on the systematics of the Genus Clethrionomys is in revision and
will be submitted to the Journal of Mammalogy. The authors on this manuscript are
CWM and RJB.
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CHAPTER II
DNA SEQUENCE VARIATION IN THE MITOCHONDRIAL CONTROL
REGION OF RED-BACKED VOLES {CLETHRIONOMYS)
Abstract
The complete mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control region was sequenced for 71
individualsfi-omfive species of the genus Clethrionomys (Rodentia, Mammalia) to
understand patterns of variation and explore the existence of previously described
domains and other elements. Among species, the control region ranged from 943 to 968
bp. Our data are compatible with the proposal of three domains (ETAS, central, CSB)
within the control region. The most conserved region in the D-loop is the central domain
(11% of nucleotide positions variable); whereas, in the ETAS and CSB domains, 22%
and 40% of nucleotide positions were variable, respectively. Tandem repeats were
encountered only in the ETAS domain of C. rufocanus. This tandem repeat found in C.
rufocanus is 24 bp in length and is located at the 5' end of the control region. Only two
of the proposed CSB and ETAS elements appear to be supported by our data; however, a
'CSB 1-like" element was also documented in the ETAS domain.
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Introduction
The mtDNA control region has been employed to analyze mammalian population
structure, diversity, response to environmental pollution, and systematics (Ishibashi et al.,
1997; Stacy et al., 1997; Bickham et al., 199^; Castro-Campillo et al., in press; Matson et
al., submitted). Although these studies are limited in the amount of sequence data, an
overview of these works indicates considerable potential for the mtDNA control region as
a resource for interpretation and reconstruction of the natural history of populations and
closely related species. The control region is highly variable in rate of evolution and
intrapopulation variation, and therefore, its application to specific biological questions
requires an understanding of this variation.
Clethrionomys was chosen as a model system because these species are widely
distributed, easily collected, and have been used in several biological investigations
including: the effects of logging on small mammal populations (Nordyke and Buskirk,
1991), as a biomarker of pollution (Fallon et al., 1997; Matson et al., accepted), and virus
research (Plyusnin et al., 1994; Horling et al., 1996; Labuda et al., 1997; Lundkvist et al.,
1997; Try land etal., 1998).
The control region has been examined from several species of shrews (Stewart et al.,
1994a, 1994b; Fumagalli et al., 1996), bats (Wilkinson et al., 1997), carnivores (Hoelzel
et al., 1994), pinnipeds (Amason et al., 1992; Amason and Johnsson, 1993; Hoelzel,
Hancock, and Dover, 1993), pigs (Ghivizzani et al., 1993), rabbits (Mignotte et al., 1990;
Biju-Duval et al., 1991), and numerous other taxa. More detailed studies that have
characterized control region variation across mammalian orders and vertebrates are:
Brown et al., 1986; Saccone et al., 1987; Sbisa et al., 1997. However, these studies
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employed a limited number of individuals and taxa from each order. These studies
describe three major regions, or domains: the ETAS, central, and CSB domains (Fig.
2.1). The ETAS and CSB domains were named for their putative structural and
functional roles; whereas, the Central domain describes its position in the control region.
ETAS is an acronym for "extended terminal associated sequences" present in this
domain. It has been suggested these ETAS elements function as termination signals for
replication (Doda, Wright, and Clayton, 1981; Sbisa et al., 1997). CSB is an acronym for
"conserved sequence blocks" present in this domain (Walberg and Clayton, 1981). It has
been suggested that CSBs function in priming H-strand replication (Walberg and
Clayton, 1981; Chang, Hauswirth, and Clayton, 1985; Ghivizzani et al., 1994; Sbisa et
al., 1997). The Central domain is highly conserved across vertebrate orders and is
thought to be the origin of replication (Brown et al., 1986; Saccone et al., 1987; Sbisa et
al., 1997).
There are several characteristics that are not consistent between the three domains. In
addition, base composition heterogeneity has been documented among domains (Saccone
et al., 1987; Sbisa et al., 1997). In several mammalian taxa, the ETAS domain is known
to contain tandem repeats, whereas, tandem repeats are not a common occurrence in the
CSB domain, and have not been documented within the Central domain. The CSB
domain contains length variation resulting from short indels.
To fully characterize the DNA sequence in the control region of Clethrionomys, we
analyzed variation within and between populations and species. At the population level,
we examined bank voles (C. glareolus) from Ukraine. At the species level, we examined
specimens from several geographic localities and subspecies of Clethrionomys glareolus.
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C. gapperi, and C. rutilus. Last, we examined the genus Clethrionomys by comparing
representatives from C. glareolus, C. rutilus, C gapperi, C rufocanus, and C.
californicus. This study is designed to establish the patterns of variation within
Clethrionomys to facilitate more effective application of sequence data from this region.

Materials and Methods
Specimens Examined
The control region was sequenced for 71 Clethrionomys (53 from the Museum of
Texas Tech Univ., 18 from other institutions; Table 2.1). To characterize
microgeographic variation over a limited region, 48 C. glareolus from northern Ukraine
were examined. Samples from three localities were used: Red Forest (51°22'N, 30°05'E),
Glyboke Lake (51°26'N, 30°04'E), and Oranoe field station (5l°02'N, 30°07'E).
Localities were defined as an area of continuous habitat with a radius of less than 150m.
Vouchers for all specimens included in the population analysis have been deposited in the
Museum of Texas Tech University, Natural Science Research Laboratory. The
identification numbers of the specimens included in the population analysis are as
follows: TK# 81178, 81026, 50088, 50056, 50110, 81106, 81019, 74289, 81148, 74138,
50031, 74093, 74172, 74082, 74120, 74099,81152, 74306, 74210, 81151, 74342,81058,
50076, 74292, 81119, 81162, 74008, 81087, 74227, 81150, 81110, 74129, 74010, 50078,
74251, 74207, 50059, 50107,50086,81101, 81118, 81115, 81017, 81166, 50074, 50079,
50108, and 50103. To characterize intraspecific variation, three species were used
including 8 C glareolus (including two specimens from the Ukraine population), 7 C.
gapperi, and 6 C. rutilus. To characterize interspecific variation within the genus
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Clethrionomys, 25 specimens were used. These included the 21 specimens used in the
intraspecific characterization portion of this study in addition to 2 C. rufocanus, and 2 C
californicus (Table 2.1).

DNA Extraction and MtDNA Sequence Analysis
Genomic DNA was isolated using a proteinase K/ phenol/ chloroform extraction
method (Longmire, Maltbie, and Baker, 1997). Using the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR), the entire mitochondrial DNA control region, the tRNA-Pro, and tRNA-Phe
genes, were directly amplified, from genomic DNA using the primers, LI5926 and
H00651 (Kocher et al., 1989). PCR condifions were as follows; 35 cycles of: 95°C for 15
s, 55°C for 10 s, and 72°C for 1 min. Following the last cycle, an additional step at 72°C
for 7 min was performed. PCR products were then purified using the QIAquick PCR
Purification kit (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA, USA) following the manufacturer's
instructions. The complete mtDNA control region (943-968 bp) was sequenced using ten
sequencing primers (Stacy et al., 1997, and this study; Table 2.2). Sequencing primers
were designed using Oligo 4.0 (National Biosciences, Inc., Plymouth, MN, USA) primer
analysis software. Sequencing reactions were performed using the ABI dRhodamine Dye
Terminator Ready Reaction Mix (PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), and
purified, following the manufacturer's instructions. DNA sequences were analyzed on an
ABI PRISM 310 Genetic Analyzer (PE Applied Biosystems). Sequences were verified
and aligned using Sequencher 3.1 software (Gene Codes Corp., Ann Arbor, MI, USA),
then imported and analyzed with Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony (PAUP;
Swofford, 1999) version 4.0b2a software package.
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Results
Control Region Length Variation
For the 71 specimens sequenced, the length of the control region ranged from 943 to
968 bp. No two individuals share the same haplotype, with the exception of the
specimens included in the populational analysis. A total of 18 haplotypes were present
within the 48 specimens from Ukraine. These sequences have been deposited in
GenBank (alignment and sequence accession numbers not yet obtained). All individuals
examined in intra and interspecific analyses exhibited a unique D-loop haplotype. The
range in length in the other four species excluding C. rufocanus was 943 to 947 bp. The
longer mtDNA control region in C. rufocanus is the result of an additioned copy (tandem
repeat) a 24 bp duplication at the 5' end of the D-loop, in the ETAS domain (Fig. 2.1).
This duplication was present in all C rufocanus examined, and in a sequence of a C.
rufocanus deposited in GenBank (accession #D42091). No length variation was found
within C. glareolus (946 bp) or C. rufocanus (968 bp). However, the control region was
variable within C. gapperi (945-947 bp), C californicus (943-944 bp), and C. rutilus
(943-944 bp). When all species are constructed in a single alignment, the overall length
expands to 987 bp, resulting from small insertions between various species (alignment
accession number not yet obtained).

Domain Length Variation
The ETAS domain ranges in length from 251 to 276 bp. This domain contains the 24
bp duplication of C. rufocanus. Excluding this duplication, the size range for this domain
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is 251 to 252 bp. C. gapperi is the only species with length variation in this domain (251
252). The central domain ranges in length from 307 to 308 bp. Only two species
examined (C. gapperi, C californicus) have length variation in this domain. The third
domain, CSB, ranges in length from 384 to 388 bp. The CSB domain is variable in
length in one species (C. gapperi).

Domain Base Composition Heterogeneity
Base composition heterogeneity has been documented between the three domains
(Sbisa et al., 1997). Base composition among domains, within the genus Clethrionomys.
was also heterogeneous (Table 2.3). The pattern of base composition heterogeneity was
consistent within all taxa examined. In Clethrionomys A = T > C > G in the ETAS
domain. In the central domain T > C > A > G, and in the CSB domain A > T > C > G.
The mtDNA control region of Clethrionomys follows the general pattern of (A + T) > (C
+ G) in all domains (Sbisa et al., 1997).

Domain Mutation Frequency Heterogeneity
Results of the frequency of variable nucleotide positions among species, reveal that
the frequency in the CSB > ETAS > central (Table 2.3). This pattern was present in four
of the species examined; however, C. californicus had an equal number of variable
nucleotide positions in each domain. C. gapperi had a significantly higher number of
intraspecific variable nucleotide positions in all domains, than did the other four species.
To determine the type and pattern of mutations, comparisons were made within
species and populations. The restriction of this method to intraspecific variation was
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necessitated to reduce the number of assumptions resulting from the extensive variation
in this molecule. Mutations were classified as a pyrimidine or purine transition (ts-pyr,
ts-pur), transversion (tv), or insertion/ deletion (indel). Pyrimidine/ purine (ts-pyr:ts-pur)
and transition/ transversion (ts:tv) ratios were calculated for all species examined (Table
2.4). There was no obvious correlation between mutation type ratios and domain.
Domains differed in frequency of variable nucleotide positions; however, they did not
differ significantly in mutation type ratios (i.e., ts:tv:indel or ts-pyr:ts-pur).
Distribution of variable nucleotide positions were also determined for a population of
C. glareolus from Ukraine. There were 7 variable nucleotides (6 ts-pyr, 1 ts-pur) in the
ETAS domain, and 11 variable nucleotide positions (7 ts-pyr, 1 ts-pur, 3 tv) in the CSB
domain. There were no variable nucleotide positions present in the central domain.

Intraspecific Genetic Distance
Genetic distance ranges were calculated for the three species of Clethrionomys that
were represented by more than two individuals. Distance values were calculated using
uncorrected p values. Distance value ranges represent the genetic distance between the
two most closely related individuals, and the two most distantly related individuals,
within a species. C. glareolus had a range of distance values of 0.002 to 0.014. Within
our sample, C. rutilus genetic distance ranged from 0.004 to 0.032. C. gapperi had the
largest genetic distance values, ranging from 0.013 to 0.078. It was not possible to
determine a range of distance values for the remaining two taxa because of the sample
sizes {n = 2 for both species). The genetic distance for C. californicus was 0.008, and
0.018 for C. rufocanus.
10
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Conservation of Structural Elements
There are two ETAS elements in the control region. ETASl is located approximately
25 to 50 bp from the tRNA-Pro gene at the 5' end of the D-loop. This element is highly
conserved within Clethrionomys. Only 12% of the 57 nucleotide positions are variable
within the ETASl element, which is significantly lower than the 22% average variable
nucleotide frequency for the ETAS domain. In addition, the consensus sequence for
ETASl in Clethrionomys (5'ACATYTATGTATATCGTRCATTAAAYTATWTTCCCCWAGCATATAAGCATGT
AYTAW) has only four fixed differences when compared to the ETAS 1 element from
Mus (Sbisa et al., 1997). ETAS2 is located four bp from the 3' end of ETASl. However,
ETAS2 is not well conserved in Clethrionomys. In fact, ETAS2 is a mutational hotspot
within the ETAS domain. Approximately 46% of the 54 nucleotide positions in this
element are variable.
There are three CSB elements found in the control region of Clethrionomys. The first
is CSBl, which is moderately conserved. Within this element, variation is present in
37% of the 24 nucleotide positions. This level of conservation (63%) is only slightly
higher than the average for the CSB domain (60%). CSB2 and CSB3 are the other two
CSB elements found in Clethrionomys; however, CSB2 is not well conserved. CSB2 has
only six conserved nucleotide positions out of its 17 bp length. CSB3 is the most
conserved of all of the structural elements found in the D-loop. Only 11% of the 18
nucleotide positions found within this element are variable. In fact, there is no
intraspecific variation in the CSB3 element. In addition to the previously documented
11
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CSB elements, we also idenfified an additional "CSBl-like" element. However, this
element was not in the CSB domain. The "CSBl-like" element was found 14 bp
downstream from the ETAS2 element, in the ETAS domain. The consensus sequence of
this element, for Clethrionomys, was: 5'-AAMYATTAATGYTYDAHAGACATA.
When all specimens are included in a single alignment, only 6 of the 24 (25%) nucleotide
positions are polymorphic. When compared to the CSBl element of Mus musculus
(Sbisa et al., 1997), the consensus sequence of this "CSBl-like" element had fixed
differences at three nucleotide positions, and was polymorphic at five additional
positions. Although the level of conservation in this "CSBl-like" element was higher
than found than that of the CSBl element in the CSB domain, this level of conservation
was not higher than the average for the ETAS domain (22%).

Discussion
The control region is unique among mtDNA regions because of its elevated
evolutionary rate. The control region of Clethrionomys follows the general structure
described thus far (Brown et al., 1986; Saccone, Attimonelli, and Sbisa, 1987; Fumagalli
et al., 1996; Sbisa et al., 1997). The presence of three domains documented in previous
research is supported by these data. Nucleotide composition data and the frequency of
variable nucleotide positions for Clethrionomys lend additional support for the separation
of the control region into three domains.
There are differences in base composition between all three domains. Base
composition heterogeneity has been previously documented in several other mammalian
taxa by Sbisa et al. (1997). In addifion, there are differences in the frequency of variable
12
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nucleotide positions within the three domains. When all species of Clethrionomys are
included, approximately 40% of nucleotide positions within the CSB domain are
variable. In the ETAS domain, 22% of the nucleotide positions are variable. However,
in the Central domain, only 11.3% of the nucleotide positions are variable. This
conserved Central domain has levels of interspecific variation similar to mtDNA proteincoding regions. This interspecific pattern of polymorphic nucleotide position
heterogeneity is not well conserved at across taxonomic levels. When intraspecific
polymorphic nucleotide position frequency is calculated, the percent of nucleotide
positions variable in the CSB, ETAS, and central domains were 6.5%, 5.5%, 1.4%,
respectively (Table 2.3). Last, the distribution of tandem repeats, and short indels is
heterogeneous among domains.
The amount of variation found in some of the structural elements was higher than
expected. The fact that some of these elements are conserved across different orders
(Brown et al., 1986; Saccone, Attimonelli, and Sbisa, 1987; Sbisa et al., 1997) suggests
that they should be highly conserved within a single genus. The CSB3 and ETASl
elements were highly conserved within Clethrionomys (>85%); therefore, providing
additional support for their existence and functionality. The remaining elements are not
well conserved, when compared to the domains in which they are found, thus raising
doubts about the functionality of these elements. There have been fimctions proposed for
both CSB and ETAS elements. Saccone, Attimonelli, and Sbisa (1987) suggest that CSB
and ETAS elements are associated with start and stop sites, respectively, for D-loop
strand synthesis. Doda, Wright, and Clayton (1981) suggested that the displacement-loop
strands of humans and mice arrested near specific sequences within the ETAS domain.
13

The fact that there is not conservation of many of these elements in the generic analysis,
suggests that these elements have one or more of the following characteristics. First, the
elements may not have a crucial role in replication. Second, only one of the CSB
elements and one of the ETAS elements may be needed for mitochondrial DNA
replication to function properly. Third, the elements may be able to function properly
even with multiple variable nucleotide combinations. If only one of each type of element
is necessary, any additional elements could be variable without detrimental effects.
Fourth, some combination of the three previous suggestions. The "high" amount of
variation found in ETAS2 is compatible with these hypotheses. Sbisa et al. (1997)
suggest that even though CSBl was the least conserved sequence block in their study, it
is fimctionally the most important element. They based their conclusion on the
observation that CSBl has been identified in all mammals examined, while CSB2 and
CSB3 are sometimes absent. In the current study, CSB3 was the most conserved
sequence block, followed by CSBl, and finally CSB2, which was the least conserved. A
"CSBl-like" element identified in the ETAS domain of Clethrionomys was highly
conserved, with only three fixed differences when compared to the CSBl element of
Mus.
Functions have also been attributed to both of the ETAS elements. ETASl may
contain a recognition signal for termination of the nascent DNA chain. ETAS2 may
contain binding sites for termination factors (Sbisa et al., 1997). If ETAS2 has a critical
role in mtDNA replication, its function must not be compromised by multiple nucleotide
combinations. However, the high level of conservation found within the ETASl element

14
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supports the hypothesis that this element may be conserved to function in mtDNA
replication.
The single tandem repeat found in C. rufocanus is the only documented tandem
repeat present in the ETAS domain of rodents. This likely places the origin of this
unique feature following the divergence of C. rufocanus from the remaining species of
Clethrionomys. However, it is also possible that other species of Clethrionomys had this
tandem repeat or several repeats at one time, but the repeats were subsequently lost in all
of the species except C. rufocanus.
The data collected for species-level analyses revealed a nucleotide bias within all
species examined. A bias towards transitions (ts) over both transversions (tv) and indels
was apparent. Ts/tv ratios were as high as 10 to 1 (C. glareolus). These results provide
additional support for the conclusions of Brown et al. (1986), who noted a similar bias
when comparing different species of Rattus. In addition, we also documented a bias
towards pyrimidine (C <=> T) transitions over purine (A <=> G) transitions. For example,
C. californicus exhibited a pyrimidine/purine transition ratio of 5 to 1. This pyrimidine
transition bias differs from the results of Brown et al. (1986). They were unable to show
any pyrimidine transitional bias when comparing two different species of Rattus.
Although we were able to document a bias in nucleotide substitution type within control
region, we were unable to document any substantial differences in transition substitution
bias between domains.
Concerning the selection of an appropriate section of the control region for maximum
variability, the ETAS and CSB domains would provide the greatest variability for
population analyses. The ETAS has been shown to be effective for population analysis
15

(Ishibashi et al., 1997; Stacy et al., 1997; Bickham et al., 1998; Matson et al., submitted).
If small indels are a concern, the CSB region should be avoided. However, if indels are
of interest for analysis, the CSB domain would be an ideal region for examination. The
Central domain might prove usefiil in interspecific, intergeneric or even family-level
studies. For most interspecific analyses, the ETAS and Central domains combined would
provide adequate resolution. Fig. 2.1 provides the location of primers appropriate for
sequencing the entire control region, or a single domain. The mtDNA control region can
provide an appropriate region for examination for a number of different types of studies.
However, the use of a single domain may provide all the resolution necessary, thus
reducing the cost of a research project by reducing the required amount of DNA
sequencing.

16
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Table 2.1
List of specimens included in intra- and interspecific analyses.
Species and

Locality

Museimi #

Origin of

GenBank

Tissues*

Accession #

C. californicus:
TK 49845

Oregon, USA

OSU

TK 49846

Oregon, USA

OSU

NK1134

New Mexico, USA

UNM-MSB

NK 29177

New Mexico, USA

UNM-MSB

RMZ 14002

Washington, USA

WSU

TK 26677

Maine, USA

TTU-NSRL

TK 32369

Maryland, USA

TTU-NSRL

TK 32370

Maryland, USA

TTU-NSRL

TK 52286

Alberta, Canada

TTU-NSRL

MVZFC 4752

Berkshire, England

MVZ

MVZFC 4858

Niederosterreich, Austria

MVZ

MVZFC 5225

Orisons Canton, Switzerland

MVZ

MVZFC 5498

Bayem, Germany

MVZ

TK 11834

Avon, England

TTU-NSRL

TK 74138

Chemobyl, Ukraine

TTU-NSRL

C. gapperi:

C. glareolus:
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Table 2.1. Continued
Species and

Locality

Museum #

Origin of

GenBank

Tissues*

Accession #

TK81101

Chemobyl, Ukraine

TTU-NSRL

AF3306

Sotkamo, Finland

UAM

NK 6289

Hokkaido, Japan

UNM-MSB

NK 6290

Hokkaido, Japan

UNM-MSB

NK6361

Hokkaido, Japan

UNM-MSB

NK 6372

Hokkaido, Japan

UNM-MSB

C rufocanus:

C. rutilus:

»

AF3172

Kilpisjarvi, Finland

UAM

AF21811

Alaska, USA

UAM

AF 15079

Alaska, USA

UAM

AF21914

Alaska, USA

UAM

* Institutional abbreviations are as follows: Museum of Texas Tech University, Natural
Science Research Laboratory (TTU-NSRL); University of New Mexico, Museum of
Southwestern Biology (UNM-MSB); University of Alaska Museum (UAM); University
of Califomia, Berkeley, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology (MVZ); Oregon State
University, Dept. of Forest Science (OSU); Washington State University, Dept. of
Zoology (WSU).
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Table 2.2
Amplification and sequencing primers.
Primer Name

Primer Sequence 5'-3'

Kocher etal, 1989:
LI 5926'

TCAAAGCTTACACCAGTCTTGTAAACC

H0065r

TAACTGCAGAAGGCTAGGACCAAACCT

Stacy etal, 1997:
Stacy IL''

TCCCCACCATCAGCACCCAAAGC
%

stacy2H''

TGGGCGGGTTGTTGGTTTCACGG

This study:
cwm3L

CTGGTTCTTACTTCAGGGTCATCC

cwm4L

CCCCTTAAATAAGACATCTCG

cwm5H

CGGCTATGCTGAGTGATACCATCC

cwm6L

CCGAATCTGCCTATCCTTACCAAAC

cwm7H

GGGGGTTGGTAGGTGGAAAAAGC

cwm8H

GCATTTTCAGTGCTTTGCTTTACATAAG

cwml3H

TTGGGGTTTGGYAAGGATAGG

cwml4L

CATCTGGTTCTTACYTCAGGG

* Primer used only for amplification.
*' Primer was not given name in original description. Name was assigned for
convenience.

Table 2.3
Base compositional and mutational heterogeneity.
Base Frequency within Domain
ETAS

Central

CSB

Adenine

0.361

0.237

0.355

Cytosine

0.201

0.272

0.269

Guanine

0.075

0.199

0.100

Thymine

0.362

0.291

0.275

Variable Nucleotides within Domain
Genus Clethrionomys

61

35

161

0.219

0.113

0.403

C. glareolus

8

2

11

C. gapperi

38

11

83

C. rufocanus

7

0

10

C. rutilus

14

6

18

C. californicus

3

3

3

0.055

0.014

0.065

Frequency

Average Frequency
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Table 2.4
Intraspecific mutation frequencies and ratios.
Species-level Mutations

Population-level
Mutations

Cglar

Cgapp

Cmfo

Cmti

Ccali

Cglar (Ukraine)

«=8

n =7

n=2

n=6

n=2

n = 48

ts-pyr

16

67

12

19

5

13

ts-pur

4

23

3

15

0

2

Total ts

20

90

15

34

5

15

4.00

2.91

4.00

1.27

5.00

6.50

2

36

2

4

3

3

ts/tv

10.0

2.50

7.50

8.50

1.67

5.00

indel

0

18

0

0

I

0

Variable bp*

21

132

17

38

9

18

Length (bp)

946

945-947

968

943-944

943-944

946

ts-pyr/pur
tv

^ Number of variable nucleotides is smaller than sum of mutations in some taxa because
of the presence of multiple mutation types at single nucleotide positions.
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Domains
ETAS
L15926

3,14

1

CSB

Central
4

6

1

tRNA-Pr
24 bp

1-

\

2

~3

r

13

tRNA-Phe
H0065

"CSBl-Like'

100 bp
I

I

Figure 2.1
Schematic diagram of the mtDNA control region of Clethrionomys. Arrows identify the
location and direction of amplification and sequencing primers. Location of extended
termination associated sequence (ETAS), central conserved, and conserved sequence
block (CSB) domains are also presented. All CSB (diagonal striped box) and ETAS
(black box) elements present in Clethrionomys are mapped and numbered accordingly.
The location of the 24 bp tandem repeat of C. rufocanus is represented by the gray box.
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CHAPTER III
GENETIC DIVERSITY OF CLETHRIONOMYS GLAREOLUS
POPULATIONS FROM HIGHLY CONTAMINATED SITES
IN THE CHORNOBYL REGION

Abstract
At radioactive sites, one expects to see at least two mechanisms affecting the genetic
diversity of populations of a given species. Increased mutation rates due to radiation
exposure can increase the amount of genetic diversity in a population. However,
population bottlenecks exacerbated by environmental degradation can lead to a reduction
of diversity. The relationship of these two forces is complex. To shed some light on this
relationship, long-term population monitoring of a genefic marker is needed. To provide
baseline data on the population genetics of the bank vole {Clethrionomys glareolus)
living in the most contaminated regions at Chomobyl, we have sequenced 291 base pairs
of the mitochondrial DNA control region. Bank voles were chosen as a model system
because they have the highest levels of internal dose of both '^'*' '^^Cesium and
90

Strontium, and because there is a wealth of published data on this genus to better

understand biological impacts. We sampled three geographic sites: Oranoe, a reference
site with virtually no radioactive contamination, and two highly contaminated sites,
Glyboke Lake and the Red Forest. Our data show higher genetic diversity in populations
from experimental sites; however, this difference is only significantly higher than the
reference population in the Red Forest population.
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Introduction
Genetic variation across space and time, provides important insights into the
reconstruction of the interaction between ecological and evolutionary forces. Chronic
radiation exposure can alter a populations response to these forces. The effects of
chronic environmental radiation exposure on populations of small mammals could
potentially be detected by examining the genetic diversity of the exposed populations.
The Chomobyl environment provides a means to examine such population responses.
In this study, we examined spatial and temporal variation in a segment of the
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control region (D-loop) to estimate the history of the
populations of bank voles {Clethrionomys glareolus) inhabiting two highly contaminated
sites near Reactor 4 of the Chomobyl Nuclear Power Plant. There are at least two
responses radiation exposure may elicit that could potentially be detectable by population
genetic analysis in these voles. First, if exposure to high levels of radiation reduced
fecundity and viability (Bickham et al., 1988; Lamb et al., 1991; Ellegren et al., 1997),
then an increased frequency and intensity of population bottlenecks, caused by
environmental degradation, could reduce the genetic diversity in the populations living at
these highly contaminated sites, relative to populations at unexposed sites (Theodorakis
et al., 1998; Krane et al., 1999; Murdoch and Hebert, 1994). Second, if exposure to
extreme levels of radiation significantly elevated the mutation rate (Ellegren et al., 1997;
Cristaldi et al., 1991; Goncharova and Ryaboken, 1995), exposed populations could
potentially reflect this by exhibifing a higher level of genetic diversity, and more unique
haplotypes, relative to reference populations (Ellegren et al., 1997; Murdoch and Hebert,
1994). Over many generations these two mechanisms for altering levels of population
28

diversity could be expected to produce reduced levels of diversity characterized by a high
frequency of unique haplotypes.
The purpose of this study was to examine the genetic diversity of two highly
contaminated populations and a reference population. We examined the effects of
chronic exposure to environmental radiation, resulting from the Chomobyl Nuclear
Power Plant disaster of 26 April 1986, on gene diversity in populations of small
mammals. Clethrionomys glareolus was chosen as our model organism to study the
effects of radiation on population genetics for several reasons. First, the bank vole has
the highest intemal dose of both cesium and strontium of any rodent in the Chomobyl
region (Chesser et al., in press). Second, the bank vole is abundant in this region of the
Ukraine, so collecting a sufficient sample was possible. Third, a mammal model, as
opposed to other "lower" vertebrates, should provide a better estimate of the human risk
that this environment might have on humans. Lastly, C glareolus has been used as a
biomarker species of contaminant effects in other studies (Cristaldi et al., 1991; Fallon et
al., 1997).

Materials and Methods
Study Sites
A total of 224 Clethrionomys glareolus were live trapped from three localities in the
Chomobyl region (Baker et al., 1996; Fig. 3.1). Samples from each locality were used to
estimate interpopulation parameters. The sample localities included two highly
radioactive sites, the Red Forest (5r22'23.6"N, 30°05'49.0"E; 10-23 July, 1997; n =
105), and Glyboke Lake (5l°26'49.1"N, 30°04'04.2"E; 8 November, 1995; n = 28). and a

reference site, the Oranoe Field Station (5r02'N, 30°07'E; 16-19 June, 1998; n = 43).
The Red Forest population was chosen because the voles in this population have the
highest levels of intemal ^^'^' ^^^Cesium dose, and the Glyboke Lake population was
chosen because bank voles in this population have the highest levels of intemal
90

Strontium dose (Chesser et al., in press). The three localities were not collected during

the same time period; however, the specimens in each of the three samples represent
animals collected during individual collecting trips spanning less than two weeks.
Two subsequent samples were collected from the Red Forest locality to investigate
temporal variation within a single population. Three samples were collected from the
Red Forest over a span of sixteen months. Samples were collected during the summer of
1997 (10-23 July, n = 105), summer of 1998 (21-25 June, n = 8), and fall of 1998 (15-17
October, n = 40). The second sample, which is significantly smaller than the other two,
was collected during a period of reduced population density, or population bottleneck. A
significant reduction in trap success is the basis for our identification of this time as a
potential population bottleneck. Trap success calculated for Clethrionomys glareolus
was much lower during the summer of 1998. We defined trap success as the total
number of bank voles captured divided by the total number of trap nights. Trap success
for the summer of 1997 was 4.6% (139/3000). However, trap success for the summer of
1998 decreased significantly to 0.9% (8/850). By the fall of 1998 population density had
recovered. During this collecting trip, trap success was 7.3% (44/600). These three
samples were used to estimate intrapopulation parameters, such as the effects of shortterm population reduction and recovery on mtDNA gene diversity. The Red Forest
sample taken in the summer of 1997 was also used in interpopulation calculations
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DNA Extraction and mtDNA Sequence Analysis
A 291 bp segment of mtDNA was used to analyze population gene diversity. This
segment contains 26 bp of the tRNA-Pro gene and 265 bp of the mtDNA control region.
This variable D-loop segment was chosen for several reasons. First, this segment of the
control region has been successfrilly used in other population studies of Clethrionomys
glareolus (Stacy et al., 1997) and C. rufocanus (Ishibashi et al., 1997). A similar region
was also used by Bickham et al. (1998) to address genetic variability in declining
populations of Steller sea lions {Eumetopius jubatus). Second, the control region is a
relatively rapidly evolving region of the mitochondrial genome. This high rate of
evolution makes the mtDNA control region an appropriate marker for population work.
Third, this segment is a putatively neutral marker which is clonally inherited through
matemal lineages (Wilson et al., 1985). Under some models, this mode of inheritance
reduces the effective population size to A//4 which makes each mtDNA haplotype more
likely to be lost from a population as a result of population bottlenecks (Birky et al.,
1989). By using a clonally inherited molecule, we can ignore complicating processes like
chromosomal recombination.
Voles were anesthetized and sacrificed as described by Baker et al. (1996). Voucher
specimens have been deposited in the mammal collection of The Museum of Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, Texas, USA. Liver tissues from each specimen were placed in lysis
buffer for subsequent genomic DNA extraction using the proteinase K/ phenol/
chloroform method described by Longmire et al. (Longmire et al., 1997). The entire
mtDNA control region and the flanking tRNA genes were amplified directly, using the
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polymerase chain reaction (PCR), from genomic DNA using the primers, L15926 (5'TCAAAGCTTACACCAGTCTTGTAAACC) and H00651 (5'TAACTGCAGAAGGCTAGGACCAAACCT) described by Kocher et al. (1989). PCR
reagent concentrations and volumes used for amplifications were as follows: I pi
genomic DNA template; 2.5 pi lOX Taq buffer (Promega, Madison, WI, USA); 2.0 pi of
dNTPs (2.5 mmol); 1.25 pi of each primer (10 pmol); 2.0 pi of MgCb (25 mmol); 14.75
pi of glass distilled H2O; and 0.25 pi of Promega Taq polymerase (5U/pl). Thermalcycling conditions were as follows; 35 cycles of: 95°C for 15 s, 55°C for 10 s, and 72°C
for 1 min. Following the last cycle, an additional step at 72°C for 7 min was performed.
The 291 bp segment was sequenced using the primer 5'TGGGCGGGTTGTTGGTTTCACGG [12]. Sequencing reactions were performed using
the ABI dRhodamine Dye Terminator Ready Reaction Mix (PE Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA, USA), following the manufacturer's instmctions. DNA sequences were
then analyzed using ABI Sequencing Analysis 3.0 software on the ABI PRISM 310
Genetic Analyzer (PE Applied Biosystems). Sequences were edited, aligned, and
assigned to a haplotype using Sequencher 3.1 software (Gene Codes Corp., Ann Arbor,
MI, USA). Haplotype frequency data was then used to calculate mtDNA gene diversity
estimates, and the confidence intervals for each estimate, using Arlequin I. I (Schneider
et al., 1997) data analysis software.
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Results
Dose Estimates
Radiation dose was estimated for all individuals collected at our two experimental
sites. A Victoreen model 190 geiger counter (Inovision Radiation Measurements,
Cleveland, OH, USA) was used to estimate counts per minute (cpm) for each specimen.
Intramuscular concentrations of Cesium, in Becquerels per gram (Bq/g), were estimated
from cpm data, gathered at the time of collection, using the equation, Bq/g = .77 • cpm 943.79 (equation developed by B. E. Rodgers and R. J. Baker, unpublished data). The
radiation doses for animals collected at the reference site (Oranoe) were not significantly
above background levels. Specimens collected from the Red Forest had an estimated
mean Cesium concentration of 37,598 Bq/g (range: 596-118,406 Bq/g), while specimens
from Glyboke Lake had an estimated mean Cesium concentration of 3,723 Bq/g (range:
442-29,856 Bq/g). Mean Cesium concentration was not consistent between males and
females. Male bank voles averaged 27,468 Bq/g, while females averaged a significantly
higher dose of 37,425 Bq/g. The higher levels of radiation concentrations foimd in
female bank voles may be the result of females eating larger quantities of contaminated
food in preparation for reproduction. Intramuscular Cesium concentration estimates can
be used to approximate overall radiation dose rate, in milHGrays per day, using an
equation (mGy/d = Bq/g * 7.26 x 10"^) described by Chesser et al. (in press). This dose
estimation suggests that bank voles inhabiting the Red Forest may receive radiation doses
as high as 85.96 mGy/d (8.6 rad/d).
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Haplotype Analysis
Haplotypes were assigned based on the sequence of the 291 bp segment near the five
prime end of the mtDNA control region. Haplotype sequences differed from one another
by one to four nucleotides, giving a sequence divergence between haplotypes ranging
from 0.3% to 1.4%. There were seven variable nucleotide positions, all of which were
transition substitutions (Fig. 3.2). Six positions varied by pyrimidine transitions, and one
by purine transition. The seven variable nucleotide positions produced ten unique
sequences. The sequence for haplotype 1 is available m GenBank (Accession #
AF165533). Fig. 3.2 presents the relationships among haplotypes based on parsimony
analysis.

Interpopulation Analysis
We found a total often mtDNA haplotypes in the Chomobyl region (Table 3.1).
Haplotype 1 was the only haplotype present at all three localities. There were two
haplotypes shared only between the Red Forest and Glyboke Lake samples, one
haplotype shared only between the Glyboke Lake sample and the reference sample
(Oranoe), and one haplotype shared by the Red Forest sample and the reference sample
(Oranoe). Both the Red Forest and Glyboke Lake samples had two unique haplotypes,
while the reference sample (Oranoe) had only a single unique haplotype. Overall, the
Red Forest and Glyboke Lake samples had six haplotypes present, while the reference
sample (Oranoe) had only four haplotypes present.
To estimate population genetic diversity we used haplotype frequency data to
calculate Nei's gene diversity index (Nei, 1987). Gene diversity is higher in the Red
34
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Forest population (0.722 ± 0.024) than in both the reference population (Oranoe, 0.615 ±
0.039) and the Glyboke Lake population (0.677 ± 0.068, Fig. 3.3). However, gene
diversity in the Red Forest population is only significantly higher than in the reference
population. Gene diversity in the Glyboke Lake population is also higher than in the
reference population; however, this difference is not statistically significant. There is an
interesting association between a high population genetic diversity and a high population
radiation concentration.

Intrapopulation Analysis
To examine temporal variation at a single locality, we collected haplotype frequency
data for the Red Forest from three separate collecting trips (summer '97, « = 105;
summer '98, « = 8; fall '98, n = 40). C. glareolus from the Red Forest contained six
haplotypes; however, the middle collecting trip (summer '98) contained only four of the
six haplotypes. Three of the haplotypes (1, 4, 6) remained relatively stable across the
study period. However, the other three haplotypes (2, 5, 8) either increased or decreased
across the study period (Table 3.1). The most drastic haplotype frequency shift was with
haplotype 8, which increased from less than one percent in the summer of 1997, to over
twenty two percent by the fall of 1998. This increase in haplotype frequency was
concurrent with a decrease in frequency of haplotypes two and five, which decreased
significantly over the study period.
We estimated population gene diversity for each of the three samples, again using
Nei's gene diversity index. The gene diversity estimate was 0.722 ± 0.024 for the
summer '97 sample, 0.821 ± 0.101 for the summer 1998 sample, and 0.739 ± 0.045 for
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the fall '98 sample. Although there were relatively large shifts in haplotype frequency,
the gene diversity estimates were not significantly different for the three Red Forest
samples (Fig. 3.3).

Discussion
The Chomobyl reactor explosion on 26 April 1986 released approximately 150 to 200
million Curies of radiation into the environment. The majority of radionuclides were
carried along two major plumes, one to the northwest and the other to the southwest of
the Chomobyl Nuclear Power Plant (Chesser et al., in press) (Fig. 3.1). Radiation doses
along these paths were in excess of 100 Grays per day (Medvedev, 1994), resulting in the
extirpation of mammals in large habitat expanses. However, radiation levels dissipated
relatively quickly through radioactive decay, dispersion, and remediation. Presently less
than three percent of the original radiation remains. As radioactivity dissipated,
reinvasion of the contaminated sites occurred by movement of small mammals from
habitats where radiation levels were insufficient to extirpate small mammal populations,
surrounding the contaminated regions.
There is little doubt that levels of radiation were sufficient to extirpate local
populations. However, the genetic diversity presently in local populations, resulting from
recolonization, could have been reduced or elevated depending on the source(s) of
recolonization. A reduction in genetic diversity could result from the subsampling of a
single population. Altematively, if the local populations in the Red Forest and Glyboke
Lake were the product of recolonization of multiple invasions from a variety of
geographic regions, then the gene diversity could actually be elevated over pre-exposure
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population levels. Current data are inadequate to distinguish between these altematives.
However, our data do document that the two populations living in the most polluted areas
do not have reduced variation when compared to the reference population. Again, the
basis for this lack of reduction, in genetic diversity can be explained by two different
mechanisms. First, the local population originated from multiple founding populations.
Second, genetic diversity is elevated due to the creation of new haplotypes, resulting
from exposure to high levels of ionizing radiation. We cannot discriminate between these
two explanations.
Additionally, our data show that populations in the Red Forest have recently (summer
1998) experienced a population bottleneck. Although the presence of population
bottlenecks in the genus Clethrionomys is a well docimiented phenomenon (Bjomstad et
al., 1998; Stenseth et al., 1996; Saitoh et al., 1998), this bottleneck significantly altered
the frequency of certain haplotypes. However, population gene diversity estimates were
not significantly altered either during or after this bottleneck.
Conceming the presence of an elevated mutation rate, the data from Chomobyl are
contradictory. Some studies have suggested an elevated mutation rate or chromosomal
damage (Ellegren et al., 1997; Cristaldi et al., 1991; Dubrova et al., 1996); however, only
Cristaldi et al. (1991) documented the radiocesium concentrations of individuals shown
to have elevated mutation rates. Altematively, other studies (Baker et al., 1996, 1999:
Baker et al., in press) have failed to document an elevated mutation rate or rate of genetic
damage. This latter group of papers examined specimens from the most radioactive areas
in the Chomobyl region. Specimens from these populations have documented
intramuscular radiocesium concentrations up to 82,000 Bq/g (Chesser et al., in press), and
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estimates as high as 118,000 Bq/g in C. glareolus included in this study. Other
researchers (Cristaldi et al.. 1991; Goncharova and Ryaboken, 1995) have documented
considerable insult to genetic material in animals exposed to Chomobyl fallout. These
chromosomal aberrations may or may not result in higher mutation rates in offspring.
Ammals in these studies were exposed to substantially lower levels (0.05, and 950 Bq/g
maximum) of ionizing radiation than those mcluded in the present study.
Gene diversity estimates can be a useful tool in examining the effects of contaminants
on populations. Even though the frequency of specific haplotypes varied widely across a
sixteen-month time period in the Red Forest, mtDNA gene diversity estimates were not
significantly altered. Population fluctuations, possibly exacerbated by chronic radiation
exposure, do not appear to be decreasing the amount of gene diversity in the populations
of C. glareolus inhabiting highly contaminated areas in the Chomobyl region. These data
suggest that if there were an overall reduction in diversity due to population bottlenecks,
the reductions were not sufficient to offset the increase in genetic diversity due to an
increased mutation rate or other population processes such as immigration from adjacent
populations. Sometimes gene diversity is not significantly altered by short-term
population bottlenecks. Gene diversity in Steller sea lion {Eumetopius jubatus)
populations, before (1976-1978) and after (1990s) a large decrease in population size, did
not significantly decrease as a result of substantial population reductions (Bickham et al.,
1998). This conclusion differs from those made by Murdoch and Hebert (1994) and
Krane et al. (1999). However, population bottlenecks were speculated to be responsible
for decreases in mtDNA diversity in brown bullhead {Ameiurus nebulosus) (Murdoch and
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Hebert, 1994) and msty crayfish {Orconectes rusticus) (Krane et al., 1999) populations,
living in contaminated areas.
The greatest number of unique haplotypes and highest mtDNA gene diversity
occurred within the two samples exposed to the radiation resulting from the Chomobyl
meltdovm. The higher number of unique haplotypes, and higher mtDNA diversity can be
explained by an increased mutation rate giving rise to unique haplotypes within the
contaminated populations. For an increased mutation rate to increase population gene
diversity, the mutation rate would have to be large enough to offset the effects of
population bottlenecks caused by environmental degradation. However, it is also
possible that the higher gene diversity at contaminated sites is not the result of the
radiation contamination, but is simply the natural state of these populations.
A sample representing only one point in time is not adequate to discriminate the
forces (including exposure to toxicants) that regulate genetic variation at the population
level. By designing long-term grid studies and documenting movements of individuals,
survival, and possible origins of new haplotypes, we believe we can better understand the
forces that account for the population genetic characteristics of these voles. Furthermore,
from a policy standpoint, single samples representing a snapshot in time have very little
value in determining environmental and health risks associated with exposure to
environmental toxicants. Ideally samples would be available before, during, and after
contaminant exposure. Unfortunately, this is rarely possible; however, the use of longterm studies designed to assess historical and demographic characteristics (Chesser and
Baker, 1996; Chesser, 1998) for exposed and reference populations will allow researchers
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to discriminate between the mechanisms that contribute to the dynamics of genetic
diversity in populations.
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Table 3.1.
Haplotype frequencies for all collecting localities. Frequencies from the first three
columns were used to calculate gene diversity estimates for interpopulation analysis.
Frequency values from columns 3, 4, and 5 were used to calculate gene diversity
estimates for temporal intrapopulation analysis.
Collecting Localities

Haplotype

Oranoe

Glyboke

Red Forest

Red Forest

Red Forest

(Reference)

Lake

Summer '97

Summer '98

Fall '98

0.442

0.500

0.419

0.375

0.425

0.152

0.250

0.050

0.250

0.200

3

0.023

0.036

-

4

0.442

-

0.171

5

-

0.036

0.238

0.075

6

-

0.286

0.010

0.025

7

0.093

-

-

8

-

-

0.010

9

-

0.107

-

10

-

0.036

-

0.125

0.225
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Figure 3.1
Map of collecting localities. Contour lines represent the estimated Cesium ground
contamination (Ci/km^) as of 10 May 1986 (modified from Chesser et al., in press).
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Figure 3.2
Relationship of haplotypes present in Clethrionomys glareolus from the Chomobyl
region. Each step is the change of a single nucleotide. The sequence of haplotype 1 has
been deposited in GenBank (Accession # AF 165533). Haplotype 1 is the most common
haplotype in all populations studied. Haplotypes reported from other geographic regions
(Stacy et al., 1997) are most like haplotype 6. Haplotype (?) represents a hypothetical
haplotype, not encountered in any of the populations, which is necessary to reach
haplotype 2 with a single substitution.
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Figure 3.3
Gene diversity estimates for all samples in the current study. Gene diversity estimates
were calculated using Nei's gene diversity index (Nei, 1987). In addition to the Red
Forest intrapopulation analysis, the Red Forest summer 1997 sample was also used for
interpopulation analysis.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS

As a result of my studies, several conclusions are appropriate. Conclusions
conceming the sequence variation in the control region are as follows. The mtDNA
control region consists of three separate domains. Therefore, the D-loop should not be
analyzed as a single homogeneous region. The three domains vary in base composition,
mutation frequency, and mutation type ratio. These differences will allow researchers to
analyze the domain which should provide the "best" information for the question of
interest. The results presented in Chapter II will help researchers determine which
domain or domains are appropriate for their research questions on Clethrionomys as well
as other species.
Conclusions conceming the gene diversity of bank voles from Chomobyl are as
follows. The gene diversity found in populations of bank voles inhabiting highly
contaminated sites in the Chomobyl region is higher than that of a reference population
exposed to negligible radiation resulting from Chomobyl contamination. This higher
level of gene diversity differs from the results of similar studies comparing contaminated
and reference sites. Although there is an elevated gene diversity in the experimental site,
I am unable to distinguish between natural variation in gene diversity and radiation
induced increases in gene diversity. The matemal marker used in this study provides
adequate resolution to examine the effects of contaminants on population genetic
structure. To fully understand the forces altering gene diversity in these populations of
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bank voles, long-term studies on fitness, population structure, and the source of new
variation are needed.
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